In a novel application, infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry is used to provide clear evidence for the formation of a covalent bond at a polymer/polymer interface. 
INTRODUCTION
A pressure-sensitive adhesive is commonly placed in contact with a release liner coating, prior to its use in its final position in securing a tape or label to a surface [1, 2] . Several studies have determined the important influence of the viscoelasticity [1, 3] and chemical composition [4] of the release liner coating on the debonding process. The coating on the release liner, which is often composed of a crosslinked silicone, is designed to be chemically inert, so that physical and polar attraction -but not covalent bonding -occurs with the adhesive. Hence the adhesive can be debonded from the release layer under a relatively low applied force [1, 5] .
A problem, usually referred to as "lock-up" in the adhesives industry [4, 6, 7, 8, 9] , is sometimes encountered when the adhesive does not debond from the coating on the release liner. In a photocrosslinking silicone system, lock-up has been attributed to covalent bonding between the silicone coating and the adhesive [6] . It is speculated that the problematic bond formation results from incomplete chemical curing of the silicone [10] and -in UV-curing systems -to unwanted chemical reactions [9] . There are no reports in the literature, however, that determine conclusively the reasons for lock-up.
To tackle the problem of lock-up, numerous analytical techniques, such as Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), methods of IR spectroscopy, and ESCA, could in principle be employed to identify any chemical bond at the polymer/polymer interface. XPS has a limited penetration depth and thus is only applicable to the nearsurface region. Buried interfaces are probed by removing the top layers. As an example, one recent study [11] used XPS and time-of-flight secondary ion mass There have recently been developments in the application of sum-frequency IR spectroscopy in the determination of structure at polymer/polymer interfaces [12] .
Specifically, the spatial orientation of the methyl group in poly(butyl methacrylate) at an interface with poly(styrene) has been determined.
The technique of attenuated total reflection (ATR) FTIR spectroscopy has been used elsewhere [13] to detect bonding between poly(dimethyl siloxane) and a glass substrate. Particularly relevant here, it has also been used to verify transfer of silicones to the surface of a pressure-sensitive adhesive [14] . A drawback of ATR-FTIR spectroscopy is that it cannot be applied easily to buried interfaces that cannot be coupled with an IR-transparent ATR crystal. The technique is sensitive to depths from the surface on the order of the wavelength of the radiation. ESCA has provided even greater sensitivity to the transfer of silicones to adhesive surfaces [14, 15] .
Infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry (IRSE) has been applied more often lately to polymer thin films and coatings, having previously been applied mainly to semiconductors and inorganic materials [16, 17] . IRSE is attractive because it is noninvasive, able to be used over a range of temperatures and ambient atmospheres, and is sensitive to "buried" films and interfaces [18] . There are numerous reports of the technique being used to identify chemical groups in polymers created by plasma processing [19, 20, 21] or by chemical crosslinking [22] . The technique is highly sensitive: it is able to detect molecular monolayers [23] . To date, however, there are no reports of IRSE being used to probe covalent bond formation at polymer/polymer interfaces.
Here we show that IRSE can be used to identify chemical bond formation at the interface between two polymer films. A film of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) is used as a model for an adhesive, whereas poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) is used because it is a typical material for coatings on release liners. A reaction is widely suspected between the PAA's carboxylic acid group (COOH) and the silyl group (SiH) of a poly(hydrogen methyl siloxane) crosslinker in the PDMS [4] , but there has been hitherto no proof of the reaction reported in the literature, to the best of our knowledge.
MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
PAA films were used as a model for a typical acrylic adhesive. Poly(styrene) films were used as a non-reactive surface for comparison. The substrates for all experiments were IR-reflective, p-doped silicon wafers with an orientation of <100> and used as received. Thin films of PAA and PS were deposited on the substrates by spin-casting dilute solutions using a photoresist spin-coater (Cammax Precima Ltd., 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Optical Density
An overview of IRSE is required to understand the results presented herein.
Ellipsometry measures the change in the state of polarisation in light after it is reflected from a planar surface. The change in the polarisation is mathematically expressed by the ellipticity, ρ, a complex number defined as
where ψ is related to the relative change in the amplitude of the light, and ∆ is related to the relative change in the phase of the light [16, 18] . It has been thoroughly demonstrated [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] that IR ellipsometry is sensitive to chemical changes at a surface, and the data are often best presented in terms of the optical density, D [18, 20, 24] . Measurements of the optical density of a surface are obtained from the initial ellipticity ρ o of an original surface prior to a chemical change and the final ellipticity ρ f of the same surface after the change. As D is defined as Re D spectrum and a step with a negative slope appears in the Im D spectrum. On the other hand, if a bond disappears, then the opposite is found: a valley appears in the Re D spectrum, and a step with a positive slope appears in the Im D spectrum [16, 20, 24] .
In summary, D spectra highlight the changes that occur at an interface but are not outright IR spectra of the materials at an interface.
Transfer of Crosslinker to PAA Substrate
Initial experiments, using a SiH poly(siloxane) crosslinker, examined whether assigned to the C-O stretch of C-OH and at 1743 cm -1 assigned to the C=O stretch.
Both of these are strong absorptions within the IR spectrum of the COOH group of PAA [25] . If there is a layer adsorbed on the PAA surface, however, then the COOH groups will be absent or at a lower concentration. Hence, there is a "loss" of COOH groups and a valley is found in the Re D spectrum.
One might have expected to observe gain peaks associated with the various groups in the SiH crosslinker, but these are not found. Their concentration at the interface is assumed to be below the sensitivity of the technique. Nevertheless, the adsorbed layer on the PAA surface is presumed to be the SiH crosslinker. From this experiment alone, however, it is not possible to conclude whether the SiH crosslinker is attached to the PAA through physisorption or through chemisorption (i.e. chemical bonding). confirmed the transfer of the silicones onto the PAA surface, whereas the PS surface showed no presence of silicones. The PAA surface was next rinsed five times with pentane using a spin-coater (10 sec. spin at 4000 rpm) and re-analysed with IRSE. Figure 2 shows the Re and Im D spectra for a PAA surface rinsed with pentane after contact with the silicones. These are compared to the spectra from a SiH crosslinker film (22 nm thick according to ellipsometry) deposited onto a silicon substrate, thus serving as a reference for identification of the silicone absorption bands. Assignments for the observed gain peaks are listed in Table 1 . Peaks associated with the crosslinker i.e. the Si-O-Si stretch (c. 1125 cm -1 ) and the symmetric H 3 C-Si deformation (1257 cm -1 ) [26] , occur as gain peaks in the spectra from both types of sample. These results mean that the crosslinker is retained on the PAA surface even after a pentane rinse.
Covalent Bond Formation between
More significantly, evidence for the formation of a bond between the crosslinker and the PAA surface is found in the spectra presented in Figure 3 . The relative weakness of gain peaks corresponding to the Si-H bend (903 cm -1 ) and stretch (2160 cm -1 [26] not shown in the figure) in the spectrum from the PAA surface might be explained by the chemical reaction of most of the SiH groups in the crosslinker.
This result raises the possibility of bond formation between the silicone and the PAA.
This possibility is confirmed through the gain peaks/steps associated with Si-O-C and Si-O-CO bonds (820, 945 and 1019 cm -1 ) [26] that are observed in spectra from the PAA surface (Figure 3b and d) but not in the spectra from the neat crosslinker. (Figure 3a and c) . These bonds are not present in the crosslinker nor in The probable reaction mechanism for the Si-O-C bond formation is shown in Figure 4 . Upon closer examination of Figures 2b and 2d , it is apparent that an additional gain peak and step are centered around ca. 1150 cm -1 (number 3 in Table   1 ). This absorption is attributed to the stretch of the acrylic ester (-C-(C=O)-O-) that is created by the reaction between the carboxylic acid groups of PAA and the silyl (SiH) groups in the crossslinker. Such a reaction has been suspected by workers in the field, but this is the first convincing evidence that the reaction indeed takes place.
Note that the reaction in Figure 4 is apparently occurring at room temperature and in the absence of a catalyst [22, 27, 28] . In most applications, the formulation would contain a catalyst, which speeds up the rate of SiH hydrolysis and SiH reactions. It is also possible that SiOH groups (formed via hydrolysis of SiH) could react with the carboxylic acid groups. It is relevant to note that a pressure-sensitive adhesive laminate would usually be stored at room temperature, and the reaction is clearly possible under these conditions. The same transfer experiment, when repeated with only PDMS and no crosslinker, showed no retention of any transferred silicone after rinsing with pentane. This result is consistent with the conclusion that SiH is reacting with PAA. 
